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INSIDE
BOOKS
P g. 1

urgency to act, the proposed bailout
isn’t the answer and a few weeks
won’t make the difference. And,
America will not go into recession,
it will go into depression. The
rescue plan will only save ‘the too
big to fail.’ It will do nothing to
avert depression or
save the ‘too small
to save’ working
Americans who will
forced to foot the
bill.”
Celente pointed
out that President
Bush
had
also
warned that Saddam
Hussein possessed
weapons of mass
destruction and ties
to Al Qaeda, and
said we “...cannot
wait for the final
proof - the smoking
gun that could come in the form of
a mushroom cloud.”
“It is a crime against humanity and
contrary to any spiritual teachings
to kill innocent people because we
‘... cannot wait for the final proof,’”
said Celente.
“In the case of the Wall Street
bailout, it would be a crime to rob
the American people. We don’t
have to wait for ‘proof,’ we have
see Put the Bailout Pg. 3

YORKTOWN HEIGHTS, NY -Following a personal inspection
of the AMVETS Memorial Bridge
on the Northbound Taconic State
Parkway in Yorktown Heights,
Putnam County Legislator Anthony
Fusco has invited local, state and
Federal officials to attend a public
inspection of the seventy-seven

year old truss bridge.
A 2007 report by the New York
State Department of Transportation
(NYSDoT) classified the bridge
as “functionally obsolete,” while
giving it a dismal safety rating of
4.09 and called its floor beams
“paper thin” and depicted rot that
has eaten right through some of the

Yonkers’ City Fleet Screeches to a
Political Standoff!
Mayor “Refill” Amicone Endorses Continued Perks
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communicated his concerns to the
Putnam County Legislature, the
Westchester County Legislature,
State Assemblyman Greg Ball who
represents Yorktown, the NYS
Department of Transportation and
Federal DoT also know as the
NTSB (National Transportation
see Fusco Pg. 5

Lack of Planning Catalyst
for Cynicism, Distrust,
and Failed Results
By Hezi Aris
The rush is on in Washington, D.C. attorneys general and others
to “fix” the financial precipice over involved in consumer protection
began to notice a
which some have
marked increase in
been pushed to perish
a range of predatory
while others have
lending practices by
been consummated
in
“shotgun”
mortgage lenders.
Some
where
acquisitions
to
misrepresenting
be hidden from
further inquiry and
the terms of loans,
making
loans
scrutiny. Wall Street
without
regard
has morphed into a
The Hezitorial consumers’ abilityto
conglomerate of risk
to repay, making
averse buckos, who
were enabled their greed by the lack loans with deceptive “teaser” rates
of adherence to fiscally prudent that later ballooned astronomically,
parameters and protocols, to which a practice continuing today in
society expected adherence, but automobile sales and promotions,
overlooked the lack thereof as long packing loans with undisclosed
as the requisite greenbacks were charges and fees, or even paying
realized. In reality, the financial illegal kickbacks. These and
meltdown is a misnomer; it is the other “practices” were to have a
devastating effect on home buyers.
construct of greed.
It began years ago when state
see The Hezitorial Pg. 2

Pgs. 1, 5, 6

P g. 2

main floor support beams. This past
January, the NYSDoT announced
its plan to “move to immediately
implement the recommendations”
of the National Transportation
Safety Board (NTSB) based
on its investigation of the 2007
Minneapolis bridge collapse.
Legislator Fusco has previously

Local and National Impact
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Photos were taken by Legislator Tony Fusco and are NOT part of any state inspection report.
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Inspecting Dilapidated Bridge to Avoid Minneapolis Bridge Collapse
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Fusco Demands New Politcal Tact to Mend
AMVETS Memorial Bridge

“Put the Bailout on the
Ballot,” Trends Seer Says
RHINEBECK, NY -- The $700
billion rescue package being
rammed through Congress should
be voted on by the people, not
Congress, advises Trends Research
Director, Gerald Celente.
“The bailout plan will only bail out
CEOs and preferred
stakeholders
of
failing
financial
firms while sinking
the American people
deeper in debt,”
said Celente.
“If
America is truly a
democracy, then let
the people decide.
Put the bailout on the
November ballot.”
Celente said it’s a
conflict of interest
for Congress to
decide the people’s
fate since virtually all
of them, including the presidential
candidates, have been generously
enriched by the very firms they
want the taxpayers to bail out.  
President Bush warned that “a
long and painful recession” could
occur if Congress does not act
quickly. Yet just a few weeks ago
President Bush declared that “the
fundamentals of the economy are
sound.”
“Bush is wrong on both counts,”
said Celente. “While there may be
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Let’s Keep People in
Their Homes
By Hillary Rodham Clinton
There is a broad consensus that
Congress must act to stave off
deeper turmoil on Wall Street.
Irrespective of the final agreement
yet to be reached, there are several
principles that must be part of a
broader reform effort that begins this
week and continues in the coming
months.
This is
not just a
financial
crisis; it’s an
economic
c r i s i s .
Therefore,
the solutions
we
pursue
cannot simply
stabilize the
markets. We
must
also
deal with the
interconnected economic challenges
that set the stage for this crisis –
and reverse the failed policies that
allowed a potential crisis to become
a real one.
First, we must address the
skyrocketing rates of mortgage
defaults and foreclosures that have
buffeted the economy and ignited
the credit crisis. Two million
homeowners carry mortgages
worth more than their homes. They

A Bad Boss
Can Send
You to an
Early Grave

hold $3 trillion in mortgage debt.
Nearly three million adjustablerate mortgages are scheduled for a
rate increase in the next two years.
Another wave of foreclosures
looms.
I’ve proposed a new Home
Owners’ Loan Corporation (HOLC),
to launch a
national
effort to help
homeowners
refinance
t h e i r
mortgages.
The original
H O L C ,
launched in
1933, bought
mortgages
from failed
banks and
modified
the
terms
so families could make affordable
payments while keeping their
homes. The original HOLC
returned a profit to the Treasury
and saved one million homes. We
can save roughly three times that
many today. We should also put
in place a temporary moratorium
on foreclosures and freeze rate
hikes in adjustable-rate mortgages.

It seems there’s always a steady
supply of sympathy available for
anyone stuck working under a
bad boss. Most everyone I know
has been there at one time or
another, working under a tyrant
who somehow manages to survive
in this world without people
skills. If you haven’t had a boss
like this, you should consider
buying a lottery ticket—-and I
mean soon. You are that lucky.

see Let’s Keep Pg. 4

see A Bad Boss Pg. 5

By Dr. Travis Bradberry

The Speech Republican
Vice-Presidential
Candidate Sarah Palin
Never Gave

Ahmadinejad’s Dreams of a Final Solution
NEW YORK, NY -- The speech
which Republican Vice-Presidential
candidate Sarah
Palin was to
have delivered
at the Monday
rally protesting
the
UN
appearance
of Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad,
had her say
that the Iranian
president
“dreams
of
being an agent
in a ‘Final
Solution’ - the
elimination
of the Jewish
p e o p l e . ”
Her appearance at the Dag
Hammarskjold Plaza rally was
cancelled due a disagreement
between the protest organizers and
Senator Hillary Clinton (D-NY),
who had been scheduled to speak.
Clinton aides were quoted as saying
that they had been “blindsided” by
the decision to invite Palin, which
they called a partisan move. In

the ensuing controversy, Clinton
withdrew her participation, and
Palin’s invitation
was rescinded.
The text of the
speech follows:
“I am honored
to be with you
and with leaders
from across this
great country
- leaders from
different faiths
and
political
parties united
in a single voice
of
outrage.
“Tomorrow,
Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad
will come to
New York - to the heart of what
he calls the Great Satan - and
speak freely in this, a country
whose demise he has called for.
“Ahmadinejad may choose his
words carefully, but underneath
all of the rhetoric is an agenda
that threatens all who seek a
see The Speech Pg. 4
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Lack of Planning Catalyst for Cynicism, Distrust, and Failed Results
From Page 1
The widespread nature of these
“practices” were left unchecked and
culminated in the financial crisis we
now face.
Under the Bush administration,
the government chose to align
itself with the banks that were
victimizing consumers despite the
understanding that predatory lending
would lead toward a national crisis.
The administration accomplished
dismantling safeguards from the
system through an obscure federal
agency called the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC).
The OCC has been in existence
since the Civil War. Its mission
is to ensure the fiscal soundness
of national banks. For 140 years,
the OCC examined the books of
national banks to make sure they
were balanced, an important but
uncontroversial function. But a few
years ago, for the first time in its
history, the OCC was used as a tool
against consumers.
In 2003, during the height of the
predatory lending crisis, the OCC
invoked a clause from the 1863
National Bank Act to issue formal
opinions preempting all state
predatory lending laws, thereby
rendering them inoperative. The
OCC also promulgated new rules
that prevented states from enforcing
any of their own consumer

protection laws against national
banks. The federal government’s
actions were so egregious and so
unprecedented that all 50 state
attorneys general, and all 50 state
banking superintendents, actively
fought the new rules.
Throughout the battles by the
states with the OCC and the
banks, the mantra of the banks and
their defenders was that efforts
to curb predatory lending would
deny access to credit to the very
consumers the states were trying
to protect. But the curbs sought on
predatory and unfair lending would
have in no way jeopardized access
to the legitimate credit market
for appropriately priced loans.
Instead, they would have stopped
the scourge of predatory lending
practices that have resulted in
countless thousands of consumers
losing their homes and putting our
economy in a precarious position.
The rush is on. The same foxes
who nurtured the culture of greed on
Wall Street and the debauched pimps
of greed through the unregulated
institutions that anabled the gameto
continue are now attempting to
define remedy. The public is wise
to bristle at their hubris in believing
they will be considered credible
knights in shining armor riding
to our rescue. In reality they are

robbing us our money, transferring
America’s wealth, and dismissing
the public’s concern by pushing us
to solutions for which they have
planned little.
While smaller in consequence to
the national equation, Yonkers has
been corralled by similar strong
arm tactics. Yonkers will have been
rushed to approve the $3.1 billion
Struever Fidelco Cappelli Yonkers
LLC project which in every aspect
is a glorious evolutionary vision
but for its return on the taxpayer’s
investment. Those who promote the
project have a monetary stake in the
process being approved, yet little
return to Yonkers’ deficit ridden
coffers is specified. Some who
seemed critical of the project now
thank the Yonkers City Council for
including them in the process. They
have yet to get answers to their
questions. The earliest response
they WILL get is a tax increase from
the city, likewise from Westchester
County, New York State, and the
federal government.
When history tells the story of the
subprime lending crisis and recounts
its devastating effects on the lives
of so many innocent homeowners,
the Bush administration will not
be judged favorably. The tale is
still unfolding, but when the dust
settles, it will be judged as a willing

accomplice to the lenders who
went to any lengths in their quest
for profits. So willing, in fact, that
it used the power of the federal
government in an unprecedented
assault on state legislatures, as
well as on state attorneys general,
and anyone else on the side of
consumers.
In Yonkers, the Amicone
administration will be defined on
the burden over which Yonkersite’s
homeowners will be financially
encumbered until their death.
Both Bush and Amicone will have
retired from the scene while their
respective former constituents reel
from their lack of planning on our
collective behalf. Their very visions
will disintegrate in proportion to
our financial woes.
With all we know, who would
even consider not voting for the
$700 plus billion package to save
the financial markets and likewise
demand approval of the SFC
Yonkers project. Both “remedies”
will break our backs. Not to worry.
Let’s vote all these losers back to
office so they can place a stake in
our heart. No need to panic. Relax.
Be patient, we’ll meet our demise
soon enough.

The Edge of the Cliff
The world is spinning rapidly, and
it cannot be stopped to let anyone
off.
We wrote about the national fiscal
crisis last Friday and Tuesday.
Since then, the President addressed
the nation, the leaders of Congress
came to the White House, and the
parties have negotiated. Today is
Friday, September 26, 2008.
At this point, it appears that Mr.
Bush’s problems come more from
his own party members in the
House than from Democrats in
either chamber. Candidate McCain
could help if he brings about a
resolution of the controversy, but
should he gain political advantage
from getting people in his own
party to do what they should have
done in the first place?
At this time, the issue is unresolved,
but agreement may come in time for
tonight’s debate, over the weekend,
next week, or not at all. People may
be waiting to see if the Dow breaks
10,000 on the way down.
Last week we posed 24 questions
as to what was happening and
why, and we invited our readers
to respond. We received many
answers, which we posted on our
blog. Unfortunately, our blog, or
more accurately, message board,
is harder to reach than it should be.
If there is a pro bono webmaster
around who could be helpful, please
e-mail: starquest@nycivic.org.
One answer that seemed to be
particularly informative came from
Professor E. S. (Steve) Savas of
Baruch College, who was Assistant
Secretary of HUD in the Reagan
administration. He is best known for
his books advocating privatization
of government services. I met
him when he was First Deputy
City Administrator during Mayor
Lindsay’s second term, and I was an
Assistant City Administrator. He is
a wise man, although he has become
more conservative over the years, a
not uncommon phenomenon. It is
offset politically by the number of
idealistic young liberals coming out
of our colleges and video arcades.

By Henry J. Stern
Savas writes:
“The fundamental cause was
the
decades-old,
bipartisan
government policy of encouraging
home ownership by people who
can’t afford to own their home or
even to make a reasonable down
payment. This policy culminated
in President Clinton’s Community
Reinvestment Act, which led to bald
lying by loan applicants, mortgageloan originators, and assessors in an
New York Civic
environment of easy money created
by the Federal Reserve Bank.
“With so much cheap money disaster of titanic proportions, is a
around, others also piled into major cause of today’s crisis and the
housing as a sure-fire investment, collapse of financial institutions.
We should not yield, however,
and prices soared. Fannie Mae and
Freddy Mac happily insured these to the impulse to blame the
risky mortgages, bundled them with government for everything. The
sound mortgages, and swelled to errors in judgment by the principals
gargantuan proportions. They were of major and minor investment and
supported by members of Congress commercial banks had a great deal
who received millions from them to do with the destruction of wealth
in campaign contributions, while that followed.
Owning a home provides psychic
the Clinton-appointed officials
garnered large bonuses based in part income. “A man’s home is his castle”
on fraudulent earnings statements. goes back to1644 and English
Financial engineers devised opaque jurist Sir Edward Coke. Individual
instruments to hedge and distribute home ownership consumes 650
to 1000 gallons of heating oil in a
the risk posed by the loans.
“The result was a monstrous normal winter in the Northeast, so
housing bubble that inevitably burst it is a highly inefficient way to keep
and a series of financial disasters people warm. Americans are used
starting with the subprime-mortgage to phrases like “A chicken in every
meltdown. Government accounting pot,” which was the Presidential
regulations (“mark to market”) campaign slogan of Herbert
hastily imposed after the Enron Hoover in 1928, along with “A car
swindle guaranteed a downward in every garage.” Although a pot
spiral for AIG and others when only requires a kitchen, a garage
there were no immediate buyers for suggests home ownership.
How do you provide homes
their assets, although these were,
in fact, quite valuable. That’s what for people who cannot afford
them? Public housing was the
happened.”
answer from the 1930s on. Even
Our View
We agree with a lot of what Prof. conservative Senator Robert A.
Savas has written, but it is not the Taft of Ohio (a Presidential scion)
entire story. The blame cannot fairly joined with Senators Allen J.
be placed on President Clinton. Ellender of Louisiana and Robert
Mr. Bush has been President for F. Wagner (the original) of New
seven and one half years, and York to sponsor a Federal housing
his appointees have regulatory bill in 1949. Both Taft and Wagner
authority over the markets. They had housing projects in Harlem
have not asked for new powers in and East Harlem named for them,
this area. Their failure to act, or even but not Senator Ellender. Rule 10: I
to recognize a clearly impending wonder why?

However, starting with the Jimmy
Carter administration, government
support for housing construction
waned. Later, Reagan did not believe
the government had any business
building houses for individual
citizens. Part of the problem was
due to the fact that public housing
projects were becoming minority
ghettos, with increases in drug
use, vandalism and crime. Large
numbers of welfare recipients were
placed in public housing, as well as
single teen-age mothers, who could
then open their own cases as clients
apart from their mothers’. More
stable families were driven from
some projects by income limits.
Some Federally built housing had
to be demolished because it was
unsafe to inhabit and uneconomical
to repair (starting with Pruitt-Igoe in
St. Louis (built in 1954, torn down
in 1972-74). The development
contained 33 eleven-story buildings.
Subsequently projects in Chicago,
Atlanta and Newark were razed.
Some were dynamited - like Las
Vegas casinos. Katrina-damaged
public housing is being now taken
down in New Orleans, over the
objections of preservationists.
Abandonment of projects, however,
did not happen in New York City,
thanks to our Housing Authority,
who fought the HUD and the
Federal courts, in its effort to get
drug dealers out of public housing.
Privately owned housing creates
more stable communities than
public housing. There are valid
social reasons to encourage and to
assist people of moderate income to
own homes. But, luring people with
bad credit - or no credit - to take out
mortgages that carry adjustable rates
or balloon payments is certainly not
the solution.
As long as housing prices
continued to rise, the banks could
foreclose and resell the property
to another sucker. When housing
prices fell, however, the value of
the mortgages fell even faster. As
they were bundled together for
resale, it was impossible to tell the

On
the
Level
with
Hezi Aris
on
WVOX
1460 AM
Radio
NEW ROCHELLE, NY – Listen
to the On the Level with Hezi Aris
call-in program on WVOX-1460
AM radio this and every Tuesday.
The show is heard live by way of
streaming audio technology on your
computer, from 10:00 am through
11:00 am.
For those who can’t get enough
radio, consider listening to Hezi
Aris every Monday and Thursday,
at 8:30 am, as he discusses events
impacting Westchester politics
with Bob Marrone, host of Good
Morning, Westchester. Join Bob
Marrone every day from 6:00 am
through 9:00 am during your daily
commute from Monday through
Friday.
The call-in talk show format
invites your perspective; share your
thoughts. Call us at 914-636-0110.
Those who call are asked to please
stay on topic.

good packages of mortgages from
the bad. The whole market froze
and disappeared, along with the
triple-A auction rate securities that
were widely sold as the equivalent
of certificates of deposit.
This is one disaster that cannot
be blamed on Osama bin Laden,
Islamofascists, Chinese competitors,
or any other external force. We did
it to ourselves, under the eyes of
regulators, starting with the great
Allan Greenspan, who failed to
see the consequences of what was
happening before them.
Now we must pick up the pieces,
which is what the bailout is trying
to do. If it had come sooner, the
price would have been lower. If
we delay further, we do not know
how costly it will be in the end.
In malignancies, spontaneous
remissions are rare. We would
not rely on the problem resolving
itself without intervention of some
sort. Tincture of time is unlikely to
restore lost billions. Our hope today
is that the process will not be further
impeded by Presidential politics,
and that insolvent banks receive
enough assistance to survive and
continue to lend, but not be enriched
as if they had no responsibility for
this near-death experience.
You can call this series of dramatic
fiscal events the “September
surprise.” We wait to see what
surprises October will bring.
P.S. Since the national debt is rising
constantly, we thought the best way
for you to keep up with it would
be our linking to the national debt
clock. As of 4:15 Friday afternoon,
the sum is $9,851,398,609,458.
In our last issue, we added three
zeroes by mistake. We thank those
readers who called the error to our
attention.
Henry J. Stern is the New York
Civic. Peruse through his archive
at New York Civic and direct
e-mail to StarQuest@NYCivic.org.

Bloomberg Should Come to Terms and Resist a Self-Dealing Power Grab
By Mark Green
The facts were different but the
mayoral abuse similar. In 1999,
when running for the U.S. Senate,
NYC Mayor Rudy Giuliani tried
to change the rules in the middle
of a term. His effort to keep me, as
public advocate, from succeeding
him under the city Charter was
rejected 3-to-1 in a public vote.
Is Mike Bloomberg, so different in
approach and temperament, now
imitating Rudy Giuliani?
After two public referenda (1993
and 1996) where New York City
voters favored limits of two terms
-- and after repeatedly saying
that it would be “disgraceful”
and “undemocratic” to overturn
two public votes with contrary
legislation -- Bloomberg’s now
telling aides, council members and
publishers that he may flip-flop to
support a superceding law so he
(and others) can seek third terms.
It’s one thing to change your mind
on, say, whether the tax code should
impose a 30% or 38% top rate or
whether to continue supporting
a war after it goes bad. It’s quite
another thing to do a 180 when
you are ignoring voters to benefit

yourself. The issue is not so much
term limits, as Queens Councilman
John Liu said, but who decides. “Is
it 52 people -- the mayor and 51
council members -- or 8 million
people?”
Reasonable people can differ
over whether there should be term
limits at all, or if so whether it
should be two or three terms. But
reasonable people cannot allow
ambitious politicians to veto voters.
Imagine that a mayor and council
decided they’d had done such a
terrific job that they each deserved,
say, a $10,000 bonus. That would
be repudiated by all as corrupt.
So why would it be ok if the selfserving grab is not for money but
for power?
Mayor Bloomberg must think
about history. When George
Washington refused to seek a third
term, he began a precedent that
stayed intact until the War in Europe
changed FDR’s mind and he sought
a third term. Then Republicans in
Congress pushed successfully for a
constitutional amendment limiting
Presidents to only two terms in
office. That amendment, enacted
in 1951, explicitly exempted

President Harry Truman -- because
it was considered wrong to change
the rules to affect a sitting official.
Some people who like Mike and
don’t think much of the current
field of replacements insist that
the quality of the leader is more
important than these principles.
And given the Wall Street meltdown
this week, his supporters are now
arguing that his business skills
justify continuation irrespective of
City law. But that “indispensable
man” argument holds no water. As
Mike himself has repeatedly and
self-effacingly noted, “I’ve always
said that a new guy can do better.”
Earlier this year, his spokeswoman
said that “he’s absolutely ruled out
a third term.”Speaker Christine
Quinn, a Democrat and his potential
partner in any back-room deal,
added, “I will not support the repeal

or change of term limits through
any mechanism, and I oppose
aggressively any attempt to make
any changes in the term limits law.”
What’s changed?
Bloomberg has come to his fork
in the road: One route ends with his
reputation and legacy intact as an
accomplished, nonpartisan mayor.
The other leads to a dead end where
no one can ever again believe what
he says, which convulses ongoing
city elections where scores of
candidates were understandably
relying on enacted term limits, and
that allows him to run and then
either lose because of a public
backlash or win ugly, by the weight
of his wealth.
Personal notes: I am the Mark
Green who as a mayoral candidate
in 2001 wrongly agreed to Giuliani’s
desire to have 90 more days to help
recover from the 9/11 calamity. My
mistake notwithstanding, what’s the
equivalent catastrophe justifying an
extension not of 90 days but four
years? This week’s Wall Street crisis
is real but not the War in Europe or
9/11 -- and for those who exploit
this moment to advance Bloomberg,
hell why not just cancel the election

and just hire Buffett?
I have no partisan interest here.
Though I was the Democratic
nominee who ran against Bloomberg
in 2001, I’ve lauded him since on
311, guns, tobacco, mayoral control
of schools, rainy day budgeting and
more.
But I can’t be silent in the face
of this abuse of power, especially
when there’s a good option.
Bloomberg can put a referendum
on the 2009 ballot and then bring
together a coalition to figure out a
proposal that asks voters whether
they now want to go to three terms
prospectively, like federal term
limits and Truman.
That wouldn’t help Bloomberg
and Quinn, but at least it would be
honest and honorable. In the spirit
of the U.S. Open, where Mike and I
chatted amiably last week, the ball’s
now in his court.
Green, former public advocate of
the city of New York, is president
of the New Democracy Project
and Air America Media. A version
of this op-ed appeared in the New
York Daily News on Sunday, Sept.
14, 2008 and on HuffingtonPost
shortly thereafter.
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Op-Ed
Weir Only Human: “The View” from the Left

Forty-eight years ago, on September
26, 1960, 70 million U.S. viewers
tuned in to watch Senator John
Kennedy of Massachusetts and
Vice President Richard Nixon in
the first-ever televised presidential
debate. It was the beginning of a
sea change in American politics. It
was the first time in history that a
massive number of voters were able
to see their candidates up close and
personal as they competed for the
predilections of a national audience.
In retrospect, it’s easy to conclude
that Nixon’s decision to appear on
the same stage with JFK was one he
later regretted. The visual contrast
between the two men was stunning.
The previous month, Nixon had
sustained a serious knee injury and
spent two weeks in the hospital.
When he arrived for the debate he
was 20 pounds underweight and his
complexion was pale, making him

sickly looking. In addition, his suit
looked as though it didn’t fit him
properly (a 20 pound loss will do
that) and he spurned makeup that
would have improved his color and
lighten the “five o’clock shadow”
he was known for.
     Kennedy, on the other hand,
had spent the previous few weeks
campaigning in California, where
he acquired a golden tan, making
him look more fit, confident and
physically attractive. With his thick
wavy hair and smartly tailored
clothing he was on his way to
becoming the embodiment of the
word “charisma,” which was used
to describe him throughout his
years in office as the “Camelot”
image was forged. However, when
it came to substance, the issues
facing the country, those who heard
the debate on the radio said Nixon
was the winner, hands down. By

By Bob Weir
contrast, those
in the equation.
who were able to
Today, in addition
get a close look
to
a
steady
at body language,
bombardment of
hair style, and
slash and burn ads,
sartorial splendor,
costing millions
went for JFK by
of dollars daily,
a wide margin.
Weir Only Human
the
contenders
Given the fact
are loath to pass
that Kennedy won by a tiny fraction up the free exposure they get on
of one-percent; it’s obvious that his popular programs. Recently, John
handsome visage was enough to stir McCain made an appearance on
an emotional reaction in a portion “The View,” a ladies only chat
of the electorate and hand him the fest with 4 out of the 5 women
keys to the White House.   
harboring deep resentment for
     Almost half a century later, Republicans. During the segment,
television has become the most Joy Behar, Barbara Walters and
essential ingredient in the success Whoopi Goldberg wasted no
or failure of political aspirants. And, time in attacking the senator on
because air time is so expensive, it everything from his views on
has become a deep-pockets war abortion, to his selection of Sarah
in which the most well-heeled Palin as his veep, to the amount of
wannabe has the edge. In 2008, the homes he owns. At one point, Behar
televised debate is only one factor accused McCain of lying in one

of his TV ads and said Karl Rove
was on his payroll. When McCain
refuted what she said, she quickly
moved on to another criticism. The
following day, Cindy McCain, who
had appeared with her husband on
the final segment of the show, said
“They picked our bones clean.”
     In contrast, when Barack Obama
was a guest on The View the ladies
were cooing and giggling like a
bunch of silly teenagers experiencing
the ardent throes of puppy love.
Behar asked the senator if it was
true that he was related to Brad Pitt,
while Walters gushed: “We thought
you were very sexy looking.” When
Michelle Obama was on the show,
she was greeted as a co-host and
treated like a loveable, long lost
sister, trading “fist-bumps” with
the panel and answering softball
questions apparently designed to
improve her caustic image. The
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foregoing is just one example of
the bilious bias that dominates the
entertainment industry. Meanwhile,
as McCain was shaking hands with
people on the streets of Ohio last
week, Obama was eating caviar and
drinking champagne with some of
the wealthiest Hollywood radicals
at a $28,500 a plate fundraiser for
“the chosen one.” Keep in mind,
these are the people who are
trashing Governor Palin because
she believes in God, doesn’t believe
in killing her child in the womb and
proudly speaks of her love for this
country. As for McCain, it goes
without saying how much he has
sacrificed for his country. How
much clearer can the choice be?
Bob Weir is a contributing column
ist to Yonkers Tribune and
Westchester Times Tribune.
BobWeir777@aol.com.

Hurts Need Not Bump You from the Driver’s Seat
By Joe Klock, Sr.
This is the 500th column in a
series which began, coincidentally,
exactly 500 weeks ago. The time
has come to take a breather, so’s
I can focus on some long-delayed
projects before “male mentalpause”
sets in (just kidding!). From this
point on, my weekly columnizing
will become occasional. Hasta
luego (MAYBE next week)! - Joe
   Ben Jonson, a heavyweight
poet, playwright, actor, soldier
and, reportedly, barroom buddy of
Will Shakespeare, may be better
remembered for his pomposity,
arrogance and biting satire, but
he was not without a softer side.
It was Br’er Ben who wrote, “He
knows not his own strength that
has not met adversity,” perhaps
suggesting that his caustic persona
concealed the scars of wounds he
had suffered in his less public life.
   It is a fact that fate has not only a
fickle finger, but a brutal fist, a lesson
that is learned - or should be learned
- by all those who live outside

the Neverland of Peter Pandom.
   As observed by this humble
scribe in a long-ago analogy, great
card players are not great because
the dealer always hands them
great cards. Rather, they are great
because they play every hand
to the best of their ability, using
whatever cards happen to fall.
   Obviously, when “things” are
going well, it’s much easier to move
onward and upward toward one’s
goals and aspirations, but setbacks
are not unavoidable downslides to the
dumpster; they can, to the contrary,
serve as springboards to success.
   I’ll not detail them here, because
they are subjects more suitable for
an obituary which I hope will not
appear in the immediate future;
however, some of the lemons I’ve
had to suck in the past contained
the seeds of my present (and
abundantly pleasant) lot in life.
   My darkest moments resulted from
undeserved firings, betrayals, dumb
decisions, bad advice, worse luck,
economic recessions and a multi-

“Put the Bailout on the
Ballot,” Trends Seer Says
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it. Just as were right about Iraq,
the Panic of ‘08, and an Economic
9/11, we’re right about this,” said
Gerald Celente.  
Back in the USSR
And beyond the bailout bill an
even larger issue looms.
Once the beacon of free market
capitalism, America is now turning
communist.
The United Soviet States of
America (USSA) now owns
and operates the world’s largest
mortgage and insurance companies.
And more acquisitions are on the
way.
In the former Soviet Union,
commissars ran the state-owned
monopolies. They were Communist
Party members.
In the USSA, Treasury Czar
Paulson said “private advisors” will
run the newly acquired state-owned
banking and insurance divisions.
They will be Wall Street Party
members.
In Communist Russia, one party
controlled everything.
In America, one party,
masquerading as two, controls
everything.
In Russia, the people had no
voice. Party members told them
what to do.
In America, the people have no
voice. Party members tell them
what to do.
“Tyranny, like hell, is not easily
conquered; yet we have this
consolation with us, that the harder
the conflict, the more glorious the
triumph,” said Thomas Paine.
The Tyranny is before us. The
Wall Street Gang has hijacked
Washington. The future of our
nation is at stake.
Use your imagination and

innovation to make sure your voice
is heard,” says Gerald Celente. “At
the very least, call your Senators
and Congressional representatives.
Remind them that they work for you
... not the other way around. Tell
them you want to put the bailout on
the November ballot.”
“The future is in your hands; don’t
drop it,” he continued.
“Or, if you’d rather sail into the
future under the command of the
President, Congress and the Federal
Reserve, then jump aboard their
sinking ship. Apart from enriching
themselves, there is nothing in their
combined track records to suggest
anything other than incompetence
and failure,” Celente admonished.
“Spread the word: “Put the Bailout
on the Ballot,” Celente concluded.

Gerald Celente, trend expert,
visionary, keynote speaker, is
trusted worldwide as the foremost
authority on forecasting, analyzing
and tracking trends. Celente is
author of Trends 2000, Trend
Tracking (Warner Books),
publisher of the Trends Journal®,
and Founder / Director of the
Trends Research Institute.

year tussle with clinical depression.    Dwelling on what might have
   During those forgettable periods, been or shouldn’t have happened,
well-meaning friends
is a completely
and loved ones vainly
understandable
tried to convince
human
reaction
me that they were
to misfortune, but
it’s the ultimate
blessings in disguise.
exercise in futility if
   They almost always
proved to be just that,
you simply can’t do
but I unashamedly
anything about it.
confess that I could
   If you ARE able to
sop up some of the
have, without a
spilled milk without
moment of regret,
prolonging the agony,
done without those
Like Klockwork
it pays to do so, as
blessed
disguises.
   That said, I offer
long as it doesn’t lead
some snippets of advice to anyone to a prolonged pity party or further
who has endured, is experiencing digging in a hole already too deep.
or
may
encounter
hurtful    Best strategy is to survey the
disappointments,
unexpected damage and make an inventory
accidents, unfair treatment, failures of the activities (a key word, that)
and/or reprehensible wrongs inflicted which might make things look and/
by others, including Lady Luck. or feel better - or, at least less bad.
    Begin by accepting all aspects    Begin with a strict embargo on
of the unpleasant conditions negative self-talk (awfulizing).
that you’re powerless to correct Reminding yourself of past miseries
or mitigate (e.g., the death of that can’t be remedied is treated by
someone important to you). the subconscious as rehappenings,

accompanied by all the psychological
pain of the original misadventures.
   Unpleasant events can’t always
be prevented or controlled by
their victims, but self-defeating
thoughts are easily overcome
by a combination of deliberate
diversion and positive affirmation.
   Aside: For a deeper exploration
of this self-help therapy, readers
are invited to check into the CD
album, “In Search Of Maximence,”
details about which may be
found
at
www.joeklock.com
      Although hurtful experiences
are on nobody’s wish list, they are
not without hidden value. We often
learn more from hours of agony
than from weeks of contentment.
   In my own experience, while I
seldom think back on the bumps
and bruises of past misfortunes,
I’ll never want to forget what they
taught me - nor fail to recognize
how many stumbling blocks proved
to be stepping stones to a better life.
   With an apology for punning
a popular advertising slogan,

hurts can either throw you under
the buses of defeat and despair,
or put you in the driver’s seat
for a better trip into the future.
  The wheel is always in your control,
as is a choice of destination, despite
whatever unforeseeable detours
and potholes might lie ahead.
  
Author/Behaviorist Eric
Allenbaugh chose to put it this way:
“Painful as it may be, a significant
emotional event can be the catalyst
for choosing a direction that serves
us - and those around us - more
effectively. Look for the learning.”
   Wish I had said that - or learned it
earlier in life!
Freelance wordworker Joe Klock,
Sr. (joeklock@aol.com) is a
winter Floridian who summers
in New Hampshire. More of his
“Klockwork,” is at
www.joeklock.com.
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Op-Ed
The Agreement*

I, Philip A. Amicone, mayor of
the City of Yonkers, do hereby
grant all the rights and privileges
to the {fill in the
blank, e.g Special
Friends
Club
- SFC} for the
purpose of general
development, over
all properties so
designated by me,
and given over
by my signature.
This will be for, as
yet undetermined
and
unplanned
projects, however
with intent to
finalize at some
future time, my
idea of what should be built in my

city.
I also do hereby induce you to {fill
in the blank, e.g Special Friends
Club - SFC} to
come forward and
accept the benefits
that I, Philip A.
Amicone
will
bestow
upon
you through my
powers, alleged,
subsidiary,
and
ancillary powers
by way of various
agencies
and
boards, to have
free reign and
easy access to
myself, and my
immediate staff,
for the purpose of first avoiding the

Yonkers City Council, departmental,
and civic organizational scrutiny and
input. It being always understood,
that I did,
in
fact,
personally
seek
you
out for this
purpose, and
therefore, to
me, and to
me
alone,
do you owe
allegiance
and all due
loyalty.
As mayor, I
promise that
all your firm does, or will do, will
be passed, moved, and approved

expeditiously through the system, as
I, Philip A. Amicone, mayor of the
City of Yonkers, do in fact control
City Hall.
Therefore let
it be known
that my staff,
appointments,
and
selected
community
leaders
will
be deferential,
unquestioning,
and supportive
of ypur project
regardless of
your standard
tactics
on
submitting
timely information to us.
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You can rest assured that no
amount of pressure exerted by the
residents of the City of Yonkers
will inhibit your goals or my legacy,
specifically the baseball stadium,

every benefit, and then some, from
abatements, reduced assessments,
TIFs , PILOTs, exemptions, reduced
taxes, and costs stretched decades
out to assure your success.

from standing up for the interests
and profits of your firm.

Now, Play Ball!

I promise that you will receive

* A commentary by Vox Populi

The Speech Republican Vice-Presidential Candidate Sarah Palin Never Gave
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safer and freer world. We gather
here today to highlight the
Iranian dictator’s intentions and
to call for action to thwart him.
He must be stopped.
“The world must awake to the
threat this man poses to all of
us. Ahmadinejad denies that the
Holocaust ever took place. He
dreams of being an agent in a
“Final Solution” - the elimination
of the Jewish people. He has called
Israel a “stinking corpse” that
is “on its way to annihilation.”
“Such talk cannot be dismissed as
the ravings of a madman -not when
Iran just this summer tested longrange Shahab-3 missiles capable
of striking Tel Aviv, not when the
Iranian nuclear program is nearing
completion, and not when Iran
sponsors terrorists that threaten and
kill innocent people around the world.
“The Iranian government wants
nuclear weapons. The International
Atomic Energy Agency reports
that Iran is running at least
3,800 centrifuges and that its
uranium enrichment capacity is
rapidly improving. According to
news reports, U.S. intelligence

agencies believe the Iranians may
have enough nuclear material to
produce a bomb within a year.
“The world has condemned these
activities. The United Nations
Security Council has demanded
that Iran suspend its illegal nuclear
enrichment activities. It has levied
three rounds of sanctions. How
has Ahmadinejad responded? With
the declaration that the “Iranian
nation would not retreat one
iota” from its nuclear program.
“So, what should we do about
this growing threat? First, we must
succeed in Iraq. If we fail there,
it will jeopardize the democracy
the Iraqis have worked so hard to
build, and empower the extremists
in neighboring Iran. Iran has
armed and trained terrorists who
have killed our soldiers in Iraq,
and it is Iran that would benefit
from an American defeat in Iraq.
“If we retreat without leaving
a stable Iraq, Iran’s nuclear
ambitions will be bolstered. If Iran
acquires nuclear weapons they
could share them tomorrow with
the terrorists they finance, arm,
and train today. Iranian nuclear

weapons would set off a dangerous
regional nuclear arms race that
would make all of us less safe.
“But Iran is not only a regional
threat; it threatens the entire world.
It is the no. 1 state sponsor of
terrorism. It sponsors the world’s
most vicious terrorist groups,
Hamas and Hezbollah. Together,
Iran and its terrorists are responsible
for the deaths of Americans in
Lebanon in the 1980s, in Saudi
Arabia in the 1990s, and in Iraq
today. They have murdered Iraqis,
Lebanese, Palestinians, and other
Muslims who have resisted Iran’s
desire to dominate the region. They
have persecuted countless people
simply because they are Jewish.
Iran is responsible for attacks not
only on Israelis, but on Jews living
as far away as Argentina. AntiSemitism and Holocaust denial
are part of Iran’s official ideology
and murder is part of its official
policy. Not even Iranian citizens
are safe from their government’s
threat to those who want to live,
work, and worship in peace.
Politically-motivated abductions,
torture, death by stoning, flogging,
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and amputations are just some of
its state-sanctioned punishments.
“It is said that the measure
of a country is the treatment
of its most vulnerable citizens.
By that standard, the Iranian
government is both oppressive and
barbaric. Under Ahmadinejad’s
rule, Iranian women are some
of the most vulnerable citizens.
“If an Iranian woman shows
too much hair in public, she
risks being beaten or killed. If
she walks down a public street
in clothing that violates the state
dress code, she could be arrested.
“But in the face of this harsh
regime, the Iranian women have
shown courage. Despite threats
to their lives and their families,
Iranian women have sought better
treatment through the “One Million
Signatures Campaign Demanding
Changes to Discriminatory Laws.”
The authorities have reacted with
predictable barbarism. Last year,
women’s rights activist Delaram Ali
was sentenced to 20 lashes and 10
months in prison for committing the
crime of “propaganda against the
system.” After international protests,
the judiciary reduced her sentence
to “only” 10 lashes and 36 months
in prison and then temporarily
suspended her sentence. She still
faces the threat of imprisonment.

“Earlier this year, Senator
Clinton said that “Iran is seeking
nuclear weapons, and the Iranian
Revolutionary Guard Corps is
in the forefront of that” effort.
Senator Clinton argued that part
of our response must include
stronger sanctions, including the
designation of the IRGC as a
terrorist organization. John McCain
and I could not agree more.
“Senator Clinton understands
the nature of this threat and
what we must do to confront it.
This is an issue that should unite
all Americans. Iran should not
be allowed to acquire nuclear
weapons. Period. And in a single
voice, we must be loud enough for
the whole world to hear: Stop Iran!
“Only by working together,
across national, religious, and
political differences, can we alter
this regime’s dangerous behavior.
Iran has many vulnerabilities,
including a regime weakened by
sanctions and a population eager
to embrace opportunities with the
West. We must increase economic
pressure to change Iran’s behavior.
“Tomorrow, Ahmadinejad will
come to New York. On our soil, he
will exercise the right of freedom
of speech - a right he denies his
own people. He will share his
hateful agenda with the world.

Our task is to focus the world
on what can be done to stop him.
“We must rally the world to
press for truly tough sanctions
at the U.N. or with our allies if
Iran’s allies continue to block
action in the U.N. We must start
with restrictions on Iran’s refined
petroleum imports. We must reduce
our dependency on foreign oil to
weaken Iran’s economic influence.
We must target the regime’s
assets abroad; bank accounts,
investments, and trading partners.
“President Ahmadinejad
should be held accountable
for inciting genocide, a crime
under
international
law.
“We must sanction Iran’s Central
Bank and the Revolutionary Guard
Corps -which no one should doubt
is a terrorist organization. Together,
we can stop Iran’s nuclear program.
“Senator McCain has made a
solemn commitment that I strongly
endorse: Never again will we risk
another Holocaust. And this is
not a wish, a request, or a plea to
Israel’s enemies. This is a promise
that the United States and Israel
will honor, against any enemy who
cares to test us. It is John McCain’s
promise and it is my promise.
“Thank you.”

Let’s Keep People in Their Homes
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We’ve got to stem the tide of failing
mortgages and give the markets
time to recover.
The time for ideological, partisan
arguments against these actions is
over. For years, the calls to provide
borrowers an affordable opportunity
to avoid foreclosure as a means
of preventing wider turmoil were
dismissed as government intrusion
into the private marketplace. My
proposals over the past two years
were derided as too much, too soon.
Now we are forced to reckon with
too little, too late.
As a result, the home-mortgage
crisis slowly eroded the value of debt
instruments upon which Wall Street
firms were depending. That is how
this house of borrowed cards began
to fall. If we do not take action to
address the crisis facing borrowers,
we’ll never solve the crisis facing
lenders. These problems go hand in
hand. And if we are going to take on
the mortgage debt of storied Wall
Street giants, we ought to extend
the same help to struggling, middleclass families.
Second, American taxpayers
should have a voice and a stake in

the resolution of this market crisis.
If the Treasury proposal is enacted
in its current form, the American
government would assume enough
financial risk to become the majority
shareholder in the companies
rescued by taxpayer dollars.
The American people are bearing
the risk and therefore deserve to
reap the rewards of a shared equity
model. And mortgage securities
bought by taxpayers must be valued
accurately at prices disclosed in real
time, with checks and reporting
requirements to prevent abuse.
Third, taxpayers are being asked
to bear an unparalleled degree of
financial risk. We cannot allow
taxpayers to take on this burden
so that Wall Street and the Bush
administration can hit the “reset
button.” This historic intervention
demands a historic shift in priorities:
an end to the broken culture on Wall
Street, and the broken economic
policies in Washington.
Corporations that will benefit
must be held accountable, not
only to large shareholders but also
to the American people, who are
rightly tired of business as usual:

short-term profit at the expense of
long-term viability; lax oversight
and regulation; obscene bonuses
and golden parachutes regardless
of performance; reckless risktaking that has placed the markets
in jeopardy; rewards for foreclosing
on middle-class families and selling
mortgages designed to fail; and
outsourcing good jobs to serve
short-term stock prices instead of
America’s long-term economic
health.
This is a sink-or-swim moment
for America. We cannot simply
catch our breath. We’ve got to swim
for the shores. We must address the
conditions that set the stage for the
turmoil unfolding on Wall Street,
or we will find ourselves lurching
from crisis to crisis. Just as Wall
Street must once again look further
than the quarterly report, our nation
must as well.
Senator Hillary Rodham is the
United States Senator representing
New York State. This op-ed first
appeared in The Wall Street
Journal September 25, 2008.
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According to a recent study
published in Human Resource
Executive magazine, a third of
US workers spend a minimum of
twenty hours per month at work
complaining about their boss.
The Gallup Poll estimates US
corporations lose 360 billion dollars
annually due to lost productivity
from employees who are dissatisfied
with—-you guessed it-—their boss.
And if there’s but one hard truth
the Gallup Polls have taught US
Corporations in the last decade, it’s
that people may join companies,
but they will leave bosses.
In the days of a strong dollar,
bulging tech bubble and robust
housing market, people working
for a bad boss had options. Careers
were mobile and talent was in short
supply. It was a snap to pack up
and leave. But nowadays, things
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Business • Campaign Trail
A Bad Boss Can Send You to an Early Grave
are decidedly different. Jobs are
scarce and the prudent worker stays
put, even if he or she is working
under the worst type of boss
imaginable—-the seagull manager.
The roots of seagull management
can be traced back to the days when
“micromanager” was the worst nonexpletive you could utter behind
your boss’ back. Managers’ fear of
this label grew so intense that they
learned to keep their distance from
employees, assuming a “good”
boss is one who spends as little
time as possible breathing down
people’s necks. And most do. They
give people room to breath until
the moment a problem flares up.
Then, instead of getting the facts
straight and working alongside
their staff to realize a viable
solution, seagull managers come
swooping in at the last minute, they

squawk orders at everybody, and
deposit steaming piles of formulaic
advice before abruptly taking off.
Seagull managers interact with
their employees only when there’s
a fire to put out. Even then, they
move in and out so hastily, and put
so little thought into their approach
that they make bad situations worse
by frustrating and alienating those
who need them the most. Today,
seagull managers are breeding like
wildfire. As companies flatten in
response to the struggling economy,
they are gutting management layers
and leaving behind managers
with more autonomy, greater
responsibility, and more people to
manage. That means they have less
time and less accountability for
focusing on the primary purpose of
their job, managing people.
As it turns out, seagull managers

The Fine Print
Info:
800-426-5413;
www.
childrenscancerfund.org
Rockland County Arthritis Walk at
Bear Mountain State Park (Hessian
Lake) featuring a three-mile course
and a one-mile loop to accommodate
different fitness levels. Registration
starts at 8:30am, walk begins at
10am. Info: 212-984-8709; www.
arthritis.org
Sunday, October 5
Support Connection’s 14th
Annual Support-A-Walk is held to
increase awareness of breast and
ovarian cancer. Three-mile walk at
FDR Park, Route 202 in Yorktown
Heights, with pre-walk activities
beginning at 9am. Info: 914-9626402; www.supportconnection.org.
The Westchester County Memory
Walk to benefit the Alzheimer’s
Association at White Plains High
School, 550 North Street in White
Plains. Registration starts at 9am,

walk at 10am. Info: 914-253-6860.
Out of the Darkness, A Community
Walk, to benefit the American
Foundation for Suicide Prevention.
5k Walk at Croton Point Park in
Croton. Registration at 9am, walk
at 10am. Info: 914-487-2460.
Sunday, October 19
American Cancer’s Making
Strides Against Breast Cancer
Walk of Westchester County at
Manhattanville College, 2900
Purchase Street in Purchase.
Registration begins at 8am, walk
starts at 9:30am. Info: 914-9494800.
To submit information for The
Fine Print, please send emails to
TheFinePrintNY@verizon.net, call
914 243-9761, or visit the www.
LisaFineCommunications.com
Website.

Amalgamated Life Insurance Company
Moves to New Corporate Headquarters
in White Plains

WHITE PLAINS, NY -- David
J. Walsh, President and CEO of
Amalgamated Life Insurance
Company, announced the
signing of a long term lease
with Cohen Brothers Realty
Corporation on September
24, 2008, for 132,000 square
feet in the former General
Foods headquarters at 333
Westchester Avenue, White
Plains, NY.
Amalgamated Life, now
in its 65th year, will move
more than 400 jobs from
the Company’s Manhattan
office to its new White Plains
headquarters.
The move
signifies the consolidation
and reintegration of several
of the Company’s divisions,
coincidental
with
the
naming of new members to
the leadership team. The
Company will occupy the
space most recently held by
Argent Mortgage Company,
Inc.
According to Mr. Walsh,
the move to White Plains
was encouraged by the
Westchester County Industrial
Development
Agency
which
offered financial incentives to
the Company. This will prove
beneficial to policy holders and
will ensure the Company’s ability
to grow while sustaining it’s “A”
rating (A.M. Best Company) and
while providing optimum amenities
for its staff. The Company will
receive $480,000 in sales tax
exemptions to help renovate and

equip the class A space.
Mr. Walsh further stated, “The

policy holders and add to our
customer base.”
Amalgamated Life
Insurance, America’s Labor
Insurance Company®, was
founded in 1943, to protect
the financial well being of
working men and women.
The Company has received
an “A” (Excellent) rating
from A.M. Best Company
for 33 consecutive years.
Amalgamated Life and
its affiliates are full-service
providers of insured and
self-insured
employee
benefit plans with over $800
million in annual premium,
premium equivalencies and
fee-for-service revenues.
For more information
about Amalgamated Life
Insurance Company, visit
the corporate Website,
direct email inquiry of Kay
Spalding at kspalding@
amalgamatedlife.com, or
call 1-212-529-5826.

success of our brands lies more
and more in our delivery of service
to policy holders. We look to
expand without compromise to our
longstanding high standards. We
will refine and upgrade our services
facilitated by a new state-of-the-art
headquarters in White Plains, NY.
We plan to enhance our delivery
package and our offerings over
the coming years as we continue
to service our valued clients and

coronary heart disease-—the #1
killer in Western societies—-was
measured after the researchers had
removed the influence of typical
risk factors, such as age, ethnicity,
marital
status,
educational
attainment,
socio-economic
position, cholesterol level, obesity,
hypertension, smoking, alcohol
consumption, and physical activity.
No one influences an employee’s
morale and productivity more
than his or her supervisor. It’s
that simple. Yet, as common as
this knowledge may seem, it
clearly hasn’t been enough to
change the way that managers and
organizations treat people. Few
companies recognize the degree
to which managers are the vessels
of a company’s culture, and even
fewer work diligently to ensure that
their vessels hold the knowledge

and skills that motivate employees
to perform, feel satisfied, and love
their jobs. The very individuals
with the authority to alter the course
of company culture lack the facts
that would impel them to do so.
With the stoic pragmatism that
one might expect from a Finnish
University professor, Dr. Mika
Kivimäki, the director of the study,
had this to say about the study’s
findings, “Most people care deeply
about just treatment by authorities.”
Indeed we do, Dr. Kivimäki.
Indeed we do
.Dr. Travis Bradberry is the
president of think tank and
consultancy TalentSmart. His
new book, “Squawk! How to Stop
Making Noise and Start Getting
Results,” addresses the problem of
seagull managers in the workplace
and is published by HarperCollins.

Fusco Demands New Politcal Tact to Mend
AMVETS Memorial Bridge

By Lisa Fine
A few weeks ago, a friend gave
me a pedometer and I have worn it
everyday since. Recent guidelines
recommend that everyone should
walk 10,000 steps per day, and for
me, that is just under 5 miles, based
on my height and stride. Some days
I have been very surprised by how
many (or unfortunately - how few)
steps I actually took. But I know
that this weekend and throughout
this month, I will certainly reach my
goal with all of the benefit walk-athons that are scheduled in our area.
So rain or shine, get your sneakers
on and pedometers ready - enjoy
your walk and support a cause that
is important to you! Here are just
a few:
Saturday, October 4
Children’s Cancer Fund 11th
Annual Walk at FDR State Park
in Yorktown Heights. Registration
at 9am, walk starts at 10am.

aren’t just a US phenomenon. After
reading a study that found employees
have lower blood pressure on the
days they worked for a supervisor
they think is fair, researchers from
the Finnish Institute of Occupational
Health decided to take a closer look
at this phenomenon. They followed
British civil servants for a period
of fifteen years to see if the type of
boss one works for has any impact
upon long-term, physical health.
The researcher’s findings cast a
grave shadow upon anyone working
for a seagull manager. The team
from Helsinki found that seagulltype managerial behaviors lead to a
much higher incidence of employee
coronary heart disease. Employees
working for a seagull manager were
30% more likely to develop coronary
heart disease than those who were
not. What’s more, the incidence of
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Safety Board), about excessive
rust and rot visible to any of the 27
million commuters
who use the bridge
annually. As of
2008, the AMVETS
Memorial Bridge,
with its frequent
Yellow Flags, a
recently corrected
Red
Flag,
and
various Safety Flags,
is yet unrepaired.
“While the
northbound bridge
is slated for $12
Million in repairs
over the next year,
the only visible work
that has begun thus
far is preparation
for paint,” Fusco
said. That work has
begun over the past
month. Fusco has
asked for a meeting
with
NYSDoT
officials to gain more
information about
the anticipated work
and was denied.
“Government
needs to be more
transparent,
and
needs to respond, not only
to other governmental units,
but to the public, as well.
Legislator Fusco has reached
out to Assemblyman, Greg Ball;
State Senator, Vincent Leibell;
Putnam
County
Legislator,
Vincent
Tamagna,
Chairman
of the Putnam County Physical
Services Committee; Westchester
County Legislator, Vito Pinto of the
Westchester Board of Legislature’s
Public
Safety
Committee;
Westchester County Legislators,
George Oros and Mike Kaplowitz,
whose district encompasses the
AMVETS bridge; the NYSDoT,
and the NTSB to join him for a
public inspection this Thursday,
October 2, 2008, at 8:30 A.M. that

will begin beneath the bridge’s
superstructure, which crosses over

the Croton Reservoir. When it was
first built, the 750-foot steel-arched
truss bridge was the longest of its
type in the world.
The Southbound AMVETS
Memorial Bridge is a Steel Truss
Deck Bridge. That sister bridge…..
or shall we say, “grand-daughter”
bridge, built in 1972, has been
issued structural flags as well, and
is currently undergoing annual
inspections, rather then the usual
biennial, due to its similarity to the
ill-fated Minneapolis structure and
its vulnerability to sudden failure.
This bridge, despite its relatively
young age, is also experiencing
significant corrosion and should be
very closely watched.
“The AMVETS Memorial Bridge

is in dire need of the repair, and the
people have a right to know the
extent of the plans,”
Fusco added. “The
Westchester County
Planning Department
estimates that as
many as 75,000
vehicles cross this
bridge daily. I believe
that together we
can work to correct
the
deficiencies.
Following
our
inspection, I will
be calling for a
joint hearing of
the
Westchester
Legislature’s Safety
Committee with the
Putnam Legislature’s
Physical
Services
C o m m i t t e e
demanding
live
testimony
from
Bridge
Inspectors
and Engineers from
the NYSDoT.”
Legislator Fusco
calls for intensified
annual, or even semiannual inspections
to be scheduled to
route out any new
“flags” or immediate dangers and
concluded by unveiling his plan to
coordinate with Assemblyman Ball
and Senator Leibell (mending yet
another “bridge”), to secure funding
for the installation of bridge sensors
to determine the slightest deviation
in excess of normal tolerances
which would give advance warning
of imminent failure or even
collapse, as well as calling for a
detailed examination into the longterm fate of the bridge… major
rehabilitation or a total replacement
of the superstructure.
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Campaign Trail • Finance
Candidates for District 91
Liz Feld Endorsed by NYS Professional
Clash on Tax Cap
Fire Fighters Association
By Peggy Godfrey

Rob Biagi, Republican candidate
for State Assembly District 91, and
incumbent Assemblyman George
Latimer disagreed on the need for a
tax cap. The City of New Rochelle
had a state enacted municipal tax
cap which was removed shortly
after Latimer was first elected to
the New York State Legislature.
This year a state tax cap was
proposed for New York State by
the Governor David Paterson.
Biagi felt the question about the
tax cap was the most important
question of the evening. Although
he did not want to short-change the
schools, he stated now, because
of the Wall Street problems, there
is no choice.   Latimer countered
stating that removing the tax cap is
using a “blunt instrument” and what
people want is “intelligent action.”
He gave examples of Mamaroneck
and Rye as communities who have
rejected school budgets.
“If you are concerned about New
Rochelle” your concern should be
with its residents,” Latimer said.
In his opening statement to the
New Rochelle Citizens Reform
Club, Rob Biagi, citing the 40%
increase in state spending in the last
four years, expressed concern about
the housing bubble. He felt people
are “at risk” and many people
now cannot afford to buy a home.
Sheldon Silver in Biagi’s view,
“does not care about Westchester
County.”

Latimer opened by saying,
“Albany is a tough place,” and
you vote your conscience. He
agreed that Albany was broke for
24 years with both Democrats
and Republicans contributing to
the problem. The state proposed
tax cap has wide support with
the people, however, Latimer
supports the tax circuit proposal.
The pressure point in his view
are state mandates such as the
county funding of Medicaid. His
independence in voting was evident
when he supported a child safety
bill proposed by a Republican.
Marino Michelotti asked Latimer
what kind of mandates he would
remove to lower taxes. Latimer
cited unneeded testing of fourth and
eighth graders. Bonuses could be
used to lower income taxes. Biagi
replied that “every year there were
continuous state budget increases.”
The letter sent to Attorney
General Andrew Cuomo about New
Rochelle’s deed to the Armory was
brought up by Ward Henderson.
He asked Biagi why Cuomo has

not investigated as to why the City
of New Rochelle has not abided by
the deed which mandated the city to
use the Armory for public purposes.
Biagi felt the City of New Rochelle
was behaving “reprehensively”
and that the Echo Bay proposal
was “over-ambitious.” Latimer
countered that the letter to Cuomo
was a “local issue” and he would
like to save the Armory saying
later, “Why don’t you move the
Armory to Five Islands?” When
Biagi said he felt the Armory was
a “sacred building,” Latimer stated
Mamaroneck had “worked it out
locally” with regard to the Jay
property.
Latimer was asked by Bruce
Negrin when he would step up on
the Thruway bridge construction.
Latimer criticized the Thruway
Authority but asked “how much
push does a state legislator have?”
Biagi felt a state legislator can get
involved, even if marginally.
Discussion over voter apathy
and why people don’t care elicited
comments from the candidates
about why they want to serve.
Biagi wants “to make a difference,”
and Latimer said he is doing things
he “believes in.”
The next meeting of the New
Rochelle Citizens Reform Club
will be held on October 23 at the
American Legion Post 8 in New
Rochelle at 7:30 p.m.

Independence Party of New York
Officially Endorses John McCain

Chairman, Frank MacKay, said that
the nation’s 42 million independents
will be a critical voter bloc in the
upcoming election, stating that
yesterday’s vote is indicative
that independents are supporting
McCain in large numbers.
He stated: “Today, an overwhelming
number -- 85 percent -- of the state’s
Independence Party members voted
to nominate John McCain to be
our candidate for President of the
United States. While this is the
first time we have ever put a major
party candidate for President on
our ballot, the consensus among
independents is that this is the first
time a major party has put a true
reformer on the top of their ticket.
Senator John McCain is one of our
own.”

“An
overwhelming
number
-- 85 percent -- of the state’s
Independence Party members
voted to nominate John McCain to
be our candidate for President of
the United States.While this is the
first time we have ever put a major
party candidate for President on
our ballot, the consensus among
independents is that this is the first
time a major party has put a true
reformer on the top of their ticket.”
-- Frank MacKay, Chairman of the
Independence Party of New York
ALBANY, NY -- McCain-Palin
2008 last week received the official
endorsement of the Independence
Party of New York at its convention
in Albany, NY.
The Independence Party’s State

515 BROADWAY

Holocaust

Upon receiving this important
endorsement, Senator McCain
stated, “I share the ideals of all who
put country first and appreciate the
support of Chairman MacKay and
the nomination of the New York
Independence Party. As someone
who has a long history of working
across the aisle to get things done,
you may be assured that I will
always act in the best interest of the
people and our country as President
of the United States.”
The Independence Party of
New York has more than 360,000
members statewide and is often
cited as the bridge to the state’s 2.5
million independent voters.

DOBBS FERRY 10522

Remembrance

Program:

SAVING A LIFE: 70 Years Later
NOVEMBER 9 – NOVEMBER 14, 2008

between 9:30 -11:30 A.M.

With cooperation of Holocaust and Human Rights Education Center Speakers Bureau,
Greenburgh Hebrew Center and Rabbi Barry Kenter,
the following survivors will speak to student groups and the community-at-large.
(* =recommended for high school)
! NOV 9 - SYLVIE LEDNICER born in Belgium, hidden by a Catholic family,

returned to her grandmother after the war and came to the U.S.
! NOV 12 - BETTINA GRAF born in Austria, experienced Kristallnacht in 1938,

the “blitz” in London, and a torpedoed ship to the U.S.
! NOV 13 - BETTY KNOOP * deported from Holland to Bergen-Belsen via the Dutch

transit camp Westerbork (same camp as Anne Frank); established a new life after
liberation by Soviets.
! NOV 14 – ED LESSING * hid with his whole family 1942-45; joined resistance

NOV 10 at 7:30 PM Interfaith Kristallnacht Remembrance Program, co-sponsored by
Woodlands, featuring HELGA LUDEN, a German-born survivor who was hidden as a child
in a convent in France. She came to the U.S. from the Dominican Republic in 1946 and
has been honored as a Woman of Valor.

Admissi on is free, but reservat i ons for groups are requi red by
NOV. 3 rd.

Plan for a two hour visit to include exhibit and speakers.
Contact HELENE ALALOUF at 917-941-7577 or
HAlalouf@aol.com

LARCHMONT, NY -- Larchmont
Mayor Liz Feld, a candidate for New
York State Senate in Westchester’s
37th District, announced that she
has been endorsed in her race for
State Senate by the local chapter
of the New York State Professional
Fire Fighters Association.
“I am enormously grateful to
the Firefighters Association for its
confidence in my ability to make a
difference in Albany,” Mayor Feld
said. “As someone whose home
was saved by firefighters nine
months ago, both volunteer and
professional, this is an especially
meaningful
endorsement.
Firefighters and police officers have
a special place in my heart, and I
will do everything in my power
in the State Senate to get them the
tools and protections they need.”
Mayor Feld’s home was engulfed
in flames early in the morning of
January 1, 2008. Firefighters were
on the scene within minutes, and the
structure was saved. The mayor, her
husband and four sleeping children
were all able to escape the home in
time.
The 37th State Senate district

Firefighters Entering the Feld Home
includes the towns/villages/cities
of Briarcliff Manor, Ossining,
Chappaqua, New Castle, North
Castle, Port Chester, White
Plains, Rye, Rye Brook, Harrison,
Mamaroneck,
Larchmont,
Scarsdale, and New Rochelle.
The New York State Professional

Fire Fighters, I.A.F.F. AFL-CIO
represent approximately 25,000
members in 103 Locals in various
cities, villages and towns ranging
from 8,500 members to four
members. Mayor Feld was endorsed
by the NYSPFFA 5th District.

DiNapoli: MTA Faces $522 Million
Budget Gap for 2009
Wall Street Downturn Could Hurt Chances for Additional
State and City Aid

ALBANY, NY -- The Metropolitan
Transportation Authority (MTA)
must develop a contingency program
because its gap closing program
relies too heavily on additional
State and City assistance, which
may not fully materialize given the
recent developments on Wall Street,
according to a report New York State
Comptroller Thomas P. DiNapoli
released September 24, 2008.
“The turmoil on Wall Street has
created serious fiscal challenges for
the City and the State, which will
likely limit their ability to provide
additional assistance to the MTA,”
DiNapoli said. “To its credit, the
MTA has directed its agencies to
develop contingency plans, but the
focus must be on administrative
costs, not service cuts. Like
everyone, the MTA has to learn to
do more with less.”
The report also expressed concern
that the Wall Street downturn
could further erode tax collections
and result in job losses that
could ripple through the regional
economy, resulting in lost ridership.
In July, the MTA projected
operating budget gaps, on a cash
basis, of $1.1 billion in 2009,
$1.9 billion in 2010, $2.1 billion
in 2011, and $2.3 billion in 2012.
These gaps represent 11 percent of
revenue in 2009 and more than 22
percent of revenue by 2012. The
DiNapoli report found that while
the MTA’s budget gap estimates
were reasonable when they were
presented in July, the State has
lowered its forecast of dedicated
transit taxes by $381 million
over the financial plan period.
To balance the 2009 budget
and narrow the budget gaps for
subsequent years, the MTA has
proposed a $6.4 billion gap-closing
program. The report found that
the gap-closing program is risky
because it relies so heavily on

actions that are either outside the
MTA’s direct control or are still
unspecified. Nearly half of the
resources are expected to come from
additional State and City aid. Less
than one quarter would come from
internal actions, and 37 percent of
those savings remain unspecified.
After assessing the gap-closing
program and other risks, the report
concluded that the MTA still faces
budget gaps of $522 million in
2009, $1.4 billion in 2010, $1.6
billion in 2011, and $1.8 billion
in 2012. DiNapoli noted that even
if all of the MTA’s gap-closing
measures were successful, it would
leave a gap of $250 million in
2010 – or the equivalent of a five
percent fare hike. The MTA must
have balanced budget for 2009
in place before the year begins.
Compounding the problem is a
lack of resources to fund the MTA’s
2010-2014 capital program, which
is needed to maintain and expand the
system. According to the DiNapoli
report, the next capital program has
a funding gap of at least $15 billion.
The DiNapoli report also found
that:
* Subway, bus and commuter
railroad use reached the highest
level in decades last year and has
grown by four percent through May
2008;
* After peaking in 1992, the value

of annual government subsidies has
declined on an inflation-adjusted
basis by $383.1 million;
* The MTA has increased fares and
tolls by 33.9 percent since 2002,
which is 52 percent faster than the
inflation rate. (If increases planned
for 2009 and 2011 are enacted,
fares and tolls will have outpaced
inflation growth by 63 percent.);
* Debt service grew from $848
million in 2004 to $1.4 billion in
2007, and will hit $2 billion by
2012 just to finance existing capital
programs. (Debt service is forecast
to consume 21 percent of total
revenue by 2012, compared with 12
percent between 1996 and 2005;
* The pension systems for the LIRR
and the Manhattan and The Bronx
Surface Transportation Authority
(a subsidiary of the NYC Transit
Authority) have sufficient assets to
cover only 33 percent and 55 percent,
respectively, of their liabilities.
(In contrast, the New York City
Employees’ Retirement System,
which manages the pension funds
for most other transit employees,
is virtually fully funded.) Together,
these two pension systems have
accrued unfunded pension liabilities
of $1.9 billion;
* The number of managerial,
supervisory, professional, technical,
and clerical employees increased
by 568 employees between
December 2004 and May 2008, and
the agencies are authorized to fill
another 818 vacancies by the end of
the year; and
* The gap-closing program would
cut central administration by only
59 employees by the end of 2009,
while maintenance staff would
decline by 351 employees.
Click here for a copy of the
report, or visit the OSC Web site at
www.osc.state.ny.us.
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Government
ICP Committee to Invoice Kriss
WHITE PLAINS, NY -- County
Legislator Ken Jenkins (D,IN,WFYonkers) has announced that
at the Special Committee on
Internal Controls
and
Procedures
(ICP)
meeting
today, committee
m e m b e r s
unanimously
agreed to invoice
Mr. Gary Kriss
$2,525.06 for items
he purchased over
the last three years
that an internal
investigation concluded can’t be
adequately justified.
County Board Chair Bill Ryan
established the ICP Committee to
examine the Board’s purchasing
policies in the wake of accusations
that Kriss, in his role as the
Chairman’s Chief Adviser, made
questionable purchases.
The
committee
submitted
a
final report to the Chairman
including a recommendation to
inventory and provide written
explanation with authorization for
questionable purchases.
“It’s difficult to go back in time
and put yourself at the point in 2005
and 2006 where Mr. Kriss made
these purchases but on the face of
it, certain software purchases just
don’t make sense,” said Jenkins.
“While there may be some nexus
between the purchase of, for
instance, cartooning software with
the ultimate objective of developing
more kid-friendly pages on the
Board’s Web site, acquiring that
software was premature. In other
words, it’s like getting the materials
to build the second floor on a house
without first having the final design
approved by the architect. We can’t
justify spending taxpayer money
on software purchases that may
come in handy some day, especially
when there are free trial versions
available.”
Jenkins said that Kriss was
given an opportunity to explain
the purchases he’s being asked to

pay for but, through his attorney,
declined. He said the invoice may
prompt Kriss to shed light on some
of these purchases.
Included in
the items are
some
software
programs
like
“Dragon Naturally
Speaking”
and
“Final
Draft
S c r i p t w r i t e r ’s
Suite” that Jenkins
and
committee
m e m b e r s
concluded, after
consulting with staff and the county
IT department, do not appear
within the range of programs
and technology that would find
applicability to one of the Board’s
initiatives or purposes.
Jenkins said that there are
additional items, more in the nature
of office equipment, that committee
members will be asking Mr. Kriss
to explain.
“We inventoried Kriss’ office, the
items were there, some unopened.
With the invoice, we will include
a list of purchases that didn’t jump
off the page as unjustified but
committee members wanted to ask
him to justify,” Jenkins said.
Jenkins said the committee expects
to receive a response within 10 days
of sending the letter. Once Kriss
pays the invoice, the items will be
shipped to him.
“Taxpayers are entitled to a
disciplined and frugal spending
policy. That should be implied for
all senior staff. So there is never
any confusion regarding that point,
Chairman Ryan has implemented
strict purchasing reviews that ensure
that all purchases pass through a
strict review before, not after, they
are purchased,” Jenkins said.
In addition to Jenkins, the ICP
Committee
members
include
County Legislators Gordon Burrows
(R, C,IN-Yonkers), William Burton
(D,IN-Ossining), Peter Harckham
(D-WF, Katonah), Ken Jenkins and
George Oros (R,C-Cortlandt).

200,000 Westchester
Commuters/Residents May Be
Subject to New, Unfair Tax

WHITE PLAINS, NY -- With a
movement afoot to reinstitute the socalled Commuter Tax, the Minority
Conference of the Westchester
County Board of Legislators went
public today to vehemently oppose
any such plan to impose a payroll
tax on New York City commuters.
Republican county legislators
George Oros (R/Cortlandt), Jim
Maisano (R/New Rochelle) and
Gordon A. Burrows (R/Yonkers)
appeared together this morning at the
White Plains train station to voice
their disapproval of any movement
to reinstate the “Commuter Tax” on
nonresidents of New York City who
work within the five boroughs.
The Commuter Tax, which was
repealed in 1999 by the New York
State Legislature and Governor
George Pataki, would negatively
affect approximately 200,000
commuters from Westchester during
a difficult financial time when the
economy is clearly in turmoil and
many residents are struggling to
make ends meet.
“Westchester residents are already
overburdened by high local, state
and federal taxes. Imposing another
tax on hard working citizens just
trying to make a living is unfair and
unnecessary,” Oros said.
“Government always makes the
mistake of turning to taxpayers
when times are tough,” Maisano
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said. “The MTA doesn’t need to
nickel and dime people to survive.
Let them figure out another way,
like cutting expenses, to bridge
their budget gap.”
The Commuter Tax, which is
being considered by the New York
City Council and was proposed last
week to a blue ribbon commission
studying the MTA’s finances,
would cost the average Westchester
commuter to pay about $500 more
a year in taxes. This added expense
will create another hole in our
residents pocket.
The three legislators noted that
Westchester residents already
pay the MTA about $130 million
annually from sales and mortgage
taxes, including $37 million as a
direct subsidy from the County
Budget to the MTA.
“This reliance on taxpayers has to
stop. Enough is enough already,”
Burrows said.
Oros, Maisano and Burrows will
introduce a resolution opposing
the Commuter Tax at tonight’s
(September 22, 2008) Board of
Legislators meeting. They hope
the resolution will receive “swift
approval”. Once the measure is
passed, the legislators intend to
mount a full scale lobbying effort
with state representatives to stop
the Commuter Tax.

Making Government
Easy

Satisfying Tax Warrants Electronically
Streamlines Process for State and County

WHITE PLAINS: The Office of
the Westchester County Clerk
continues to find innovative uses
of technology to improve both
constituent services and internal
operations. On September 24, 2008
the County Clerk’s Office began
receiving and receipting New York
State Tax Warrant satisfactions
electronically.
The e-filing
of approximately one hundred
satisfactions a week supplements
e-filing of an average of over four
hundred and forty initial filings a
week which began in June of 2006.
A tax warrant is a document filed by
New York State in a County Clerk’s
Office to serve as a judgment
against a taxpayer.
“This e-project saves
tax dollars and protects the
environment,” shared Westchester

County Clerk Timothy C. Idoni
who is also partnering with other
state and federal offices on various
e-filing initiatives. “E-filings are
paperless and can be reviewed and
indexed much more quickly than
paper filings,” continued Idoni,
“resulting in fewer staff hours
required to process these filings.”
This accomplishment was the result
of a partnership between the Office
of the Westchester County Clerk and
The New York State Department
of Taxation and Finance and was
facilitated by the Westchester
County Department of Information
Technology.
For more information on the Office
of the Westchester County Clerk,
please call (914)995-3080 or visit
www.WestchesterClerk.com.
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Majority Leader Annabi Pushes for
Changes to Yonkers Take-Home Car Policy
Calls for End to Violation of City Code; and Establishment of a Motor
Pool System

YONKERS< NY -- Spurred by
current economic concerns and
Yonkers’
continued
violation
of municipal code regarding
take-home
vehicles,
Yonkers
City Council Majority Leader
Sandy Annabi (D - 2 District) is
introducing a resolution calling for
action from the City Administration
and affected employees.
“This long standing opposition
to conforming to the City Code
has to come to an end,” said Annai.
“On October 25, 1994, when the
then-City Council passed this law
over a veto by the existing mayor,
it became part and parcel of the
municipal code of the City of
Yonkers. Since then, our code has
had a limit on who is to receive
the use of a City car, along with a
workable policy for extending the
conditions if it were so needed.”
“The City’s tax payers are being
hit on all sides with increasing
costs of living,” continued Annabi.
“The City’s Administration has
outright ignored the existing law,
and as a result – Yonkers has been
continuously in violation of its own
law and has incurred operating costs
which could have been avoided.
Somewhere along the line someone
has to say “enough” – and it falls
upon the City Council at this time

to uphold the oaths we have sworn
to safeguard the taxpayers of this
City.”
The resolution calls for an
end
to
non-compliance
by
the Administration, and the
establishment of a car pool for City
use. Majority Leader Annabi calls
the establishment of a motor pool,
a remedy she has proposed in the
past, “A workable, efficient, costeffective, solution which can even
be financed or supplemented by
the sale or auction of what should
really be considered surplus cars.
Whichever path is finally selected,
the City needs to limit the inventory
of cars.”
In the proposed resolution Majority
Leader Annabi is also asking all
City workers who are not explicitly
authorized by the existing municipal
code (Chapter 5, Article XI, § 5-77),
to turn in their vehicles to the City

Administration immediately, or
provide the proper justification
documents demonstrating need to
have a City vehicle.
Take home use of cars by
anyone other than elected officials,
commissioners,
and
deputy
commissioners requires Yonkers
City Council authorization by
resolution, otherwise the person is
subject to the risk of being charged
with a misdemeanor - which, as
set forth in § 5-78, can include
fines up to one thousand dollars
($1,000) or imprisonment for up to
six (6) months, as well as automatic
dismissal. However, Majority
Leader Annabi said, “Since the
directive for possession and use of
these cars comes from the Mayor,
this Administration is responsible
for ensuring compliance, and must
supervise the return of the cars.”
“Yonkers needs to trim operating
costs – and trimming the collection
of city cars is a concrete and
effective way to help address the
coming financial storm, one of the
many steps the City will have to
take to show the State we are trying
as hard as they are. It is imperative
to move Yonkers towards fiscal
responsibility and ever more
efficient uses of our resources,”
concluded Majority Leader Annabi.

40 Beech Street
Port Chester, NY

Featuring:
ROY CAMPBELL - Trumpet
JOE McPHEE - Saxophone
BOB STEWART - Tuba
ZEN MATSUURA - Drums

The Good Life
Just Got Better.

The performers will be interacting musically with the
ceramic art installation by Jeff Schlanger of 49 Faces
from CHILE • NEW YORK • IRAQ
on the front wall of the Clay Art Center as part of
All Fired Up!: A Celebration of Clay in Westchester.
The outdoor ceramic sculpture installation will be on
view through the end of November.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 914 - 937- 2047

Altheus Health & Sport 2 Clinton Avenue Rye, New York 10580 914.921.3044 www.altheus.net
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Government
Mayor Blasts Cablevision for Limiting
Public Access Channels

YONKERS, NY -- Mayor Phil
Amicone is blasting Cablevision
for moving unilaterally earlier this
month to limit the availability of
public, education and government
access channels to many of its
subscribers in the City of Yonkers,
and is now threatening legal
action if the company does not
immediately remove those limits.
Public, education and government
access channels, or PEG channels,
are public amenities provided for
by franchise agreements between
cable companies and municipalities
like Yonkers. It is standard in those
agreements for the franchisee, in
this case Cablevision, to provide
those channels free of charge to all
subscribers including those on its
most basic cable service package.
However, on September 16,
2008, Cablevision began requiring
its customers to obtain, and in
some cases pay, for digital cable
boxes in order to receive PEG
channels, a move Yonkers believes
is in violation of federal law.
“Access to PEG channels has
always been a basic right of the
cable-viewing public and should
continue to stay that way. We
believe that what Cablevision has
done in limiting access to and in
some cases charging its subscribers
additional fees for these channels
is not only wrong, it may in fact
be a violation of federal law. I
have directed our Corporation
Counsel to notify Cablevision of
our intent to use any and all legal
means available in order to ensure
that the public’s access to these

important informational channels
will continue unfettered,” Mayor
Amicone said.
Amicone said that although
Cablevision has a limited offer of
one free digital cable box for its
analog customers (those without
digital boxes), the move effectively
limits access to PEG channels in
several ways:
1) The free digital box offer lasts
only 60 days;
2) Only one digital box is included
in the offer, limiting PEG channel
availability to one TV set per
household; and
3)
Cablevision
may
begin
pushing hidden charges once
digital boxes are installed.
The mayor said that even
more troubling was the fact that
Cablevision’s began imposing
these limits unilaterally and without
approval from the City of Yonkers,
the NYS Public Service Commission
or the Federal Communications
Commission.
The issue is an important one since
PEG channels offer informational
programming about the public
school system and city government,
allow officials to communicate
with their constituency, televise
important public meetings and
provide the public at large with
an opportunity to disseminate
information over cable airwaves.
The city notified Cablevision of its
demand to immediately remove the
new limits in a letter dated today.
The letter cites specific requirements
provided by federal law requiring
cable companies to provide PEG

access to subscribers without
restriction and free of charge, and
warns the company of the city’s
intent to pursue legal remedies
if the limits are not removed.
Cablevision maintains in an August
12, 2008 letter to the city that it
would only affect a small number
of customers and that the move was
part of an ongoing effort to improve
service through the ongoing
transition to digital technology.
But with more than 40,000
subscribers in City of Yonkers,
even the approximately 10% of
its subscribers who Cablevision
estimates are affected by the
new restrictions still amounts to
thousands of customers.
Mayor Amicone also
acknowledged that technology
upgrades are a normal part of doing
business for service companies
like Cablevision and expressed
his support for Cablevision’s
efforts to augment service quality.
“We understand that technology
upgrades are a necessary and even
a welcomed part of doing business.
But we can’t allow ordinary
customers who have been loyal for
years and have paid their bills on
time to be left behind at the whim
of a corporation. Safeguards must
exist for the average consumer,
and in this case city government
as administrator of the franchise
agreement is that safeguard. We
will therefore do everything within
our power to make sure Cablevision
provides PEG access to all its
customers free of charge,” Amicone
concluded.

New Tappan Zee Bridge Should Include Wind
Turbines to Make Green Statement
By Paul Feiner, Greenburgh Town Supervisor
New York State transportation
I believe that the time has come for motorists to reflect on ways they
officials
announced
today NY state officials to aggressively can do their part to conserve energy.
(September 26, 2008) that they will study the possibility of placing The cost of wind turbines or other
be recommending the replacement wind turbines on the new Tappan energy alternatives will be nominal
of the Tappan Zee Bridge with a Zee Bridge. State officials should when one considers the fact that
new, larger bridge. The project will also explore other initiatives that it will cost about $16 billion to
cost $16 billion to complete. The could make the bridge a model for replace the bridge.
proposal includes a bus system green bridge design. Placing wind
Let’s make the new bridge
–and eventually train service from turbines on the bridge would be a construction
project
a
Suffern to Port Chester. The NY way for the state to advertise the PERMANENT advertisement for
State Department of Transportation need to conserve energy and to green construction. Wind turbines
is the lead agency for the project. consider energy alternatives. About is one option. There may be other
Funding for the bridge has not 140,000 cars a day cross the bridge. initiatives that the state could/
been secured, as of yet; and lengthy I am sure that if 140,000 people see should explore while they take the
environmental reviews must be a wind turbine daily on the top of next steps that will lead to a new
conducted.
the bridge it will encourage many Tappan Zee Bridge.
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Mayor’s Column

In recent months, Village residents
living along the Metro North
corridor have voiced concerns/
complaints about increased noise
and vibration from rail operations.
When asked to respond, Metro
North cited the only verifiable
data available on vibration - the
Environmental
Impact
Study
commissioned in 1997 to determine
the potential environmental impacts
related to the addition of the third
track through Bronxville.
In
essence, this study concluded that
“the third track project does have
the potential to have impacts which
are mitigable or minor impacts in
the area of noise and vibration due
to changed rail operations.” The
residents who live along the rail
corridor believed the impact to be
more than minor. As a result, the
Trustees commissioned a vibration
monitoring study this April and
retained the services of Tectonic
Engineering
and
Surveying
Consultants P.C. The purpose of
the study was to compare vibration
levels currently impacting residents
to those measured in 1997, and
those projected for post third track
operations.
The Village’s engineers performed
vibration monitoring at a total of
fifteen locations and 258 vibration
readings were obtained, almost
double the number of the 1997
study. In keeping with the protocols
of the prior study, the monitoring
was performed within basements
and on foundations where feasible.
In addition, an effort was made to
identify the characteristics of a train
recording a particular vibration –
whether it was electric or diesel
powered, the number of cars and
location by track.
The results showed a relatively

By Mary C. Marvin
Mayor of the Village of Bronxville

wide scatter of vibration levels and
that a significant number (32 percent)
equaled or exceeded the Federal
Transportation
Administration’s
established nuisance threshold
of 72VdB. (Vibration velocity,
a measure of energy carried by
vibration, is the preferred unit for
assessing perception of vibration
and potential annoyance. It is
commonly reported in decibel
notation as VdB.) A reading of
65VdB is the threshold of human
perception, 72 VdB produces
a human response reaching
annoyance levels and when the VdB
exceeds 100, damage may occur
to buildings. VdB is a root mean
so increases are in an exponential
relationship, not a one to one ratio
of increase.
As an example, on Kensington
Road the annoyance level of a 72
VdB reading was exceeded at rates
from 16 to 80 percent depending
on the property and readings
at Rivermere now exceed the
annoyance level.
Clearly, these results rebut the
environmental impact study’s
conclusion that “the increase in
noise would be marginal according
to FTA noise criteria” and though
“some vibration levels along
Parkway Road are expected to
exceed the FTA criterion of 72VdB,

these vibrations could be mitigated
through the installation of resilient
rail fasteners or ballast mats, which
would reduce vibration levels.”
The purpose of our study was
to obtain current data to get some
relief for our residents, if warranted.
To that end, we are desiring to work
cooperatively with Metro North
to mitigate the verified vibration
consequences in our Village.
We sent two copies of the study
to Metro North and will schedule
a meeting in the coming days. We
are also coordinating the engineers’
schedule so we can conduct an
informational meeting and Q and
A for residents in mid-October. We
are hoping to reach a remediation
solution with Metro North without
having to seek legal remedies.
However, on a parallel track, we
are researching all options for the
Village and individual homeowners.
For example, ascertaining who
has standing to object and what
the ramifications are of exceeding
Federal noise annoyance standards.
We will also call upon our State and
Federal lawmakers, if necessary, to
expedite the remediation.
Metro North will always be an
integral part of our Village and
provides an invaluable service
to our residents. In the spirit of
being cooperative neighbors, we
hope to work with Metro North to
improve the conditions along our
rail corridor. Great strides have
been made in the last 10 years in the
technology of vibration mitigation
and we seek to work together to
implement changes to improve
the quality of life of our Villagers.
Hard copies of the recent study are
available to interested citizens at
Village Hall and we welcome your
comments.

Lowey Announces Federal Funds for
St. John’s Riverside Hospital
WHITE
PLAINS,
NY
-Congresswoman
Nita
Lowey
(D-Westchester/Rockland) today
announced $436,000 in federal
funds for St. John’s Riverside
Hospital of Yonkers, NY,
to
support substance abuse treatment
expansion for drug users and at-risk
individuals.
“Substance abuse can tear apart
families and destroy promising
futures,” said Lowey. “It is in
our national interest to support

comprehensive strategies to prevent
substance abuse and treat and
rehabilitate drug users. I am pleased
that the federal government has
recognized this need in Westchester
County.”
The $436,000 grant comes
from the Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Agency
(SAMHSA) Center for Substance

Abuse Treatment within the U.S.
Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS). The grant will
allow St. John’s Riverside Hospital
to expand its efforts to treat and
rehabilitate drug users.
“We appreciate Congresswoman
Lowey’s continued support for St.
John’s Riverside Hospital,” said St.
John’s Riverside Hospital President
& CEO Jim Foy. “This grant
will provide us with the ability to
bring further attention and much
needed resources to the hospital’s
substance treatment program. The
Congresswoman has always been
an advocate for healthcare providers
and this grant will surely benefit
the community, especially at-risk
individuals.”

Mercy College
Announces Appointments
DOBBS FERRY, NY -- Mercy
College has announced the
appointment of Joseph Valenti, the
new vice president of Institutional
Advancement. The Mahopac, NY,
resident brings more than 20
years of educational development
and endowment experience to
Mercy College. For the past seven
years, he served as Assistant Vice
President for Development at
Iona College, where he helped the
College to exceed a campaign goal
of $55 million by $27 million in
fundraising.
Valenti’s vision for Institutional
Advancement at Mercy College is
clear. “I am extremely excited to
play a roll in Dr. Cline’s ambitions
and transformational plans to secure
a sound future for Mercy College
and its deserving students. Over the
years, alumni have made excellent
use of the opportunities that were
made available at Mercy College.
These alumni have since gone on to
succeed in their lives and careers,
and they are living examples of
what can and should be achieved by
all educational institutions.”
Along with Valenti’s appointment,
Fran Davies has also been appointed
as the new Foundation Director.

Before coming to Mercy College,
Davies was the Foundation Director
at WebMD. She has more than 20
years experience as an advertising
creative director and business
development consultant, working
for internationally known marketing
communication agencies such as
EURO RSCG, Y&R and WPP. She
is a resident of Bedford, NY.
Dr. Kimberly Cline, president
of Mercy College remarked, “We
will strive to strengthen the bonds
and shared social values that define
the Mercy College Community
– alumni, friends, neighbors,
parents, and students. We will
continue to prove that excellence
and opportunities are valuable
goals, regardless of an individual’s
background or culture.”
Mercy College (www.mercy.edu)
is a private, nonprofit institution
founded in 1950, providing
motivated students with the
opportunity to earn degrees in over
90 undergraduate and graduate
programs, including 25 programs
online. A learning experience is
offered at the main campus in
Dobbs Ferry, as well as campuses in
The Bronx, Manhattan, Yorktown
Heights, and White Plains.

New Rochelle Transit Center
NEW ROCHELLE, NY -- As
two separate New York State
bridge reconstruction projects in
the vicinity of the New Rochelle
Transit Center progress, motorists
should expect increased relief from
the accompanying traffic delays
and detours.
Motorists exiting northbound from
the Transit Center will now have two
means of egress with the opening of
the Station Plaza Roadway between
Division Street and Memorial
Highway. The roadway had been
closed for the past year for the
replacement of both the Division

Street and Memorial Highway
bridges, a NYS Department of
Transportation project scheduled to
be fully completed by April 2009.
At the North Avenue entrance
to the Transit Center a New York
State Thruway Authority project
has closed one exit lane for the
construction of a utilities bridge
across I-95 in preparation for the
replacement of the North Avenue
bridge over the New York State
Thruway. This Phase I installation
is expected to be completed by
December 2008 at which time all
lanes will be re-opened.
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In Memoriam • Travel
A Taste of Champagne
By Lee Daniels
“It is by riding a bicycle,” Ernest
Hemingway wrote, “that you learn
the contours of a country best,
since you have to sweat up the hills
and coast down them. Thus you
remember them as they actually
are, while in a motor car only a high
hill impresses you, and you have
no such accurate remembrance of
country you have driven through as
you gain by riding a bicycle.”
What better place to sweat up and
coast down hills, I thought, than
France? I longed to see the country
where I had studied and traveled in
my teens and 20s from the seat of
a bicycle rather than that of a café
or train.
So, last July, I outfitted my bike
with a rear pannier rack that would
hold two waterproof saddlebags,
which could be detached and
carried separately as luggage, and
added a large pouch to hang on my
front handlebars for easy access to
essentials like maps, money and
sunscreen. I carried two spare tires,
a patch kit, emergency tire inflator,
spoke tightener, and two waterbottle cages.
After calling around, I found
one local bike shop that would
rent me a padded bicycle bag with
wheels. The staff at a local bicycle
shop showed me how to me break
down my bike, a lightweight hybrid
21-speed Bianchi. This entailed
removing both wheels, the seat,
handlebars and pedals. I packed a
15-30mm pedal wrench, multi-size
Allen wrench, small screwdriver,
and both regular and needlenose
pliers, plus my helmet and a good
pair of gloves to ease hand strain on

long rides.
I found a reasonably priced ticket
with only a 7-day advance from
charter company STA Travel for just
over $1,000, plus travel insurance
for about $75, a good idea, as I was
a novice when it came to taking a
bike on the road.
I arrived in Paris early in the
morning and caught the Roissy
Rail to the center of Paris, making
my way from the St. Michel stop
to the Hotel de Nesle, a 20-room
hidden treasure in the heart of the
6th arrondissment, where I lived
while at graduate school. The
owner, Renée, greeted me warmly,
and I went up to my old room
and dozed, listening to the soft,
melodic quarterly-hour chimes of
St. Sulpice, then went to a nearby
café to write some postcards.
My destination was Troyes,
170km southeast of Paris and
capital of Frances’s champagne
region. After a day’s rest in the
medieval city, I planned to
depart on a three-day triangular
course that would put me back
at Troyes at the end of the trip. I
dined at a small restaurant near
the Place de Buci, Le Temps
Perdu, on very tasty cassoulet,
and was in bed early.
I left the next morning for
Gare de l’Est, grateful for a
ride from Renée’s son, David.
Trains to Troyes leave every
half hour, costing about €12
each way. The French rail
system, SNCF, asks that bikes
be transported in a bag, but
most trains allow bikes to be
parked in a special room made for

In Memoriam
Edward K. Kane of New York, NY,
formerly of Yonkers, NY, passed
away on September 21, 2008. He
was born in Yonkers on March
30, 1929, to Edward T. and Bertha
(Konrad) Kane. Edward graduated
from Yonkers High School where
he played Varsity Football; he then
went on to graduate from Manhattan
College and Fordham Law School.
Edward was an attorney for the
Guardian Life Insurance Company
for 57 Years where he was executive
vice president and general Counsel.
He was also a special advisor to
the president of the company and
member of the board of directors;
He was also a Trustee of the
Guardian Life Insurance Company
EISP/CIV; a Trustee of Guardian
Life Pension Trust; a participant in
William Hughes Mulligan Endowed
Chair of Fordham University,
International Legal Studies. Based
on his charitable works for the
Welfare Fund of Guardian Life
Insurance Company it was renamed
the Edward Kane Welfare Trust. He
was also a major supporter of The
Sharing Community of Yonkers and
the Inner-City Scholarship Fund of
Westchester County. He supported
numerous charities and served on
many volunteer boards. He was a
member of the Board of Directors
at St. Andrews Golf Club for 10
years. Edward was an avid golfer
and a member of St. Andrews Golf
Club in Yonkers since 1976 where
he enjoyed playing golf with the
same foursome for over 20 years.
He lived life to the fullest and
enjoyed his family, friends, career,
golf, and was an avid reader, and
loved his NY Giants. Edward is
survived by his cousins William
T Mayer, Barbara Dreska, Janet
McHenry, Teresa Mayer Gamboli,
Daniel T. Mayer, Patricia Canger,
Michael Mayer, Lorraine Mayer
Nardi and theirs families as well
as many close friends. A Mass
of Christian Burial was held for
Edward on Thursday, September

24, 2008, at St. Mary’s Church in
Yonkers followed by Interment
at Oakland Cemetery. The family
received friends on Tuesday and
Wednesday, September 23 and 24,
2008, at the Whalen & Ball Funeral
Home. In lieu of flowers donations
can be made in Edwards’s memory
to the Edward Kane Welfare Trust;
Guardian Life Insurance Company,
7 Hanover Square, NY, NY 10004.
Whalen & Ball Funeral Home, 168
Park Ave., Yonkers, NY 10703.
(914) 965-5488.
Ronald E. Miller, 75, a longtime
Yonkers resident died suddenly on
September 16, 2008. Ronald was
born May 23, 1933, in Queens,
NY, to Ronald E. Miller, Sr. and
Dorothy (Johnson) Miller. He
graduated from Darien H.S. and
the University of Bridgeport with
a psychology degree. He served
his country in the U.S. Marine
Corp. from 1953 to 1956 during
the Korean War. Ronald married
Honora Noonan, September 10,
1960, in St. Joseph’s Church in
Yonkers, NY; she survives living
in Yonkers. He retired in 1999
as a Marketing Executive from
American Home Products. Ronald
was the past president of the Colts
Boys Club and the past President of
The Homecrest Civic Association.
Besides his wife, he is survived
by two sons, Ronald J. Miller, and
James D. Miller, and his wife Lisa
(Torre) Miller, a daughter Christine
(Miller) Storcks, and her husband,
Robert Storcks, six grandchildren,
Andrew, Caitlin, Amanda, Matthew,
Brianna and Ronnie, one brother,
Gerard Miller, and a sister, Susan
Oakes. Visiting hours will be on
Thursday, September 25, 2008, at
the Whalen & Ball Funeral Home.
A Mass of Christian Burial as held
on Friday, September 26, 2008
10AM in St. Anthony’s Church.
Whalen & Ball Funeral Home, 168
Park Ave., Yonkers, NY 10703.
(914) 965-5488.

In Memoriam Notice
Westchester Times Tribune publishes paid obituaries
(In Memoriam) of people who have lived, worked, or
have family in Westchester County.
All notices must be received by Friday, by 12:00 Noon,
for inclusion in the next week’s edition. Place a paid
notice by directing email to

WTTeditor@gmail.com.

this purpose; schedules illustrate
which trains have bike rooms on
board.
At the Hotel Les Comtes de
Champagne, which provides maps
of the region and bicycles for rent,
an engaging Josée, who runs the
hotel with her husband, directed me
to the garage, where I parked my
bike, and showed me to a lovely
room decorated in my favorite
color, bright yellow. I set out to
explore Troyes and walked through
Le Vieux Troyes, the old section
of the city, with its cobblestone
streets and half-timbered houses
and nine churches dating from
the 15th century. I visited the
Museum of Vauluisant, receiving a
personalized tutorial on Troyen art
and architecture from the attendant.
After dinner at a very good Chinese
restaurant in the quartier, Le

The innkeeper at the Hotel St.
Pierre in Bar-sur-Aube had warned
me that the hotel would close from
two to five in the afternoon, so I
pushed myself over the last few
hills to assure having a room to
rest in for the afternoon. I made
it with minutes to spare, and the
innkeeper showed me a garage
near the hotel where I could park
my bike overnight. I had a lovely
fish dinner in the hotel restaurant,
over conversation with the friendly
owner.
The next day’s route to Barsur-Seine, 65 km, took me to
some beautiful vistas on hills just
outside the town, where I stopped
to catch my breath and survey the
bucolic farmland below. I arrived
around noon at the tiny hamlet of
Essoyes, where Pierre-Auguste
Renoir’s former studio is located,

Mandarin, I retired early again.
The next morning I tackled
putting the bike together
again. Everything fit together,
but the derailleur locked up
after only a short distance, so
I found a bike shop nearby,
where the owners fixed the
problem, free of charge,
sending me on my way with
a “bonne route!”
I pedaled through the old
town and toward the eastern
edge of the city, from where
I picked up the route to my
first stop, Bar-sur-Aube, 66
km away. The first part of
the route was on a fairly busy
route nationale, with drafts
from fast-moving trucks
keeping me on my toes. The
road was hilly but picturesque,
lined with large trees on either side
of the road and rolling fields of
alfalfa and giant sunflowers.

and stopped in a café for a drink
and some directions, then
pedaled over a bridge
toward the Renoir house,
which was closed. Not
wanting to wait two hours
for it to reopen, I continued
through the quiet streets of
town toward Bar-sur-Seine.
Arriving
mid-afternoon,
I checked in to the Hotel
Barséquanais and then
went out for a walk through
town, across the Seine,
along streets adorned with
brightly colored geraniums
in window boxes. Later,
I dined on duck with
raspberry sauce in the hotel
restaurant and retired to my
room with a book.
The final leg of my trip unfolded
the next morning when I left Barsur-Seine to pedal the remaining
44 km back to Troyes. I was

treated to tranquil country roads
in a gentle hillscape with cool tree

Nesle, 75006 Paris; contact@
hoteldenesle.net. Restaurant: Le

cover overhead, where the only
sound was the whirring of my bike
chain. I coasted down a long hill
at breathtaking speed, taking care
not to ride the brakes too hard, for
fear of heating up the rims and
blowing a tire. Passing through
the hamlet of Rumily-les-Vandes,
I found the Manoir des Tourelles,
a lovely small 16th century castle
perched among wheat fields, and
nearby, the Église St. Martin,
with its impressive bell tower and
gargoyles keeping watch from the
church’s roof.
A shortcut near Rumily-lesVandes brought me back to the
route nationale, and I arrived back
at the hotel in Troyes in time for
lunch. I parked my bike outside
and sat down in the reception to
plan my next trip on two wheels.
                                   

Temps Perdu, 54 rue de Seine,
75006 Paris.
Troyes:
Hotel Les Comtes de Champagne,
56, rue de la Monnaie, 10000 Troyes,
infos@comtesdechampagne.com;
Bike Shops:
Bordier, 42 rue J. Deschainets,
011 33 325 73 0156, or Cycles
Jaillant-Venon, 49 rue Georges
Clémenceau, 011 33 325 73 30 87.
Restaurants:
Le
Mandarin
(Chinese), 14 rue Turenne;
L’Alhambra (North African), 31 rue
Champeaux.
Bar-sur-Aube:
Hotel St. Pierre, 5 rue St. Pierre,
011 33 325 27 13 58.
Bar-sur-Seine:
Hotel Barséquanais, 1 Ave. du
Générale Leclerc, 011 33 325 29
82 75.
      

STA Travel: (800) 777-0112
SNCF (trains): www.voyagessncf.com
Paris: Hotel de Nesle, 7, rue de

Lee Daniels, a graduate of Stetson
University, is a financial editor and
freelance travel writer based in
Pleasantville, NY.

Concerned about
Barack Obama?

You should be.
History has shown that a naïve
and weak foreign policy has
resulted in tragic outcomes
for the Jewish people.

Barack Obama speaking in Germany, 7/24/08.

Many Americans have questions about Barack
Obama and whether his views are good for the
United States and Israel. And for good reason.
Most concerning is Sen. Barack Obama’s naïve
grasp of the threats against the United States
and Israel.
Weak and Naïve Foreign Policy
UÊiiÌÊÜÌ Ê >`i>`
UÊÌÃÀ>iÊ`ÛÃÀÃ
UÊ«yÊ«ÃÊÊiÀÕÃ>i

From his opposition to legislation against
labeling Iran’s Revolutionary Guard a terrorist
organization to his willingness to meet with
Iranian President Ahmadinejad without any
preconditions, Sen. Barack Obama has raised real
questions about his judgment and experience.
Obama surrounds himself with anti-Israel
advisors like General Tony McPeak, Zbigniew
Brzezinski, Robert Malley and Rashid Khalidi.
These men have played instrumental roles
in shaping Sen. Obama’s world views.

Photo: MICHAEL GOTTSCHALK/Getty Images

Sen. Obama told a Jewish group he supports
an undivided Jerusalem, only to flip-flop the
very next day. Another time, Obama called his
support for an undivided Jerusalem a “poor
phrasing” of words. (Jerusalem Post, 7/14/08)
Obama himself has pointed out that “words
matter.” And they do. Words matter to people
who care about the future of Israel. And they
mattered earlier this year, when Obama
stated, “Nobody is suffering more than
the Palestinian people.”
The Nobel Prize-winning human rights leader and
former Israeli Cabinet minister Natan Sharansky
said Obama’s lack of experience is a “risk” to
Israel. (JTA, 8/5/08) His naïve views are a risk to us,
as well.

Obama has not shown the
wisdom, experience or strength
to stand up to the people who
would do us harm.

REPUBLICAN
JEWISH
COALITION

Join us. The Republican Jewish Coalition is the largest membership organization dedicated

JOIN US

pro-America, pro-security, pro-economic growth issues and increase our ability to reach more

WWW.RJCHQ.ORG

to building a strong, effective and respected Jewish Republican voice in Washington and
across the country. Log on to www.rjchq.org and join us or contribute today to advance our
Americans with our message. Paid for by the Republican Jewish Coalition.
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